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Stated
Objectives:
TEK # and SE

C.6  Science concepts.  The student knows and understands the historical development of
atomic theory. The student is expected to:
C.6A  Understand the experimental design and conclusions used in the development of modern
atomic theory, including Dalton's Postulates, Thomson's discovery of electron properties,
Rutherford's nuclear atom, and Bohr's nuclear atom.
C.6B  Understand the electromagnetic spectrum and the mathematical relationships between
energy, frequency, and wavelength of light.
C.6C  Calculate the wavelength, frequency, and energy of light using Planck's constant and the
speed of light.
C.6D  Use isotopic composition to calculate average atomic mass of an element.
C.5  Science concepts. The student understands the historical development of the Periodic Table
and can apply its predictive power. The student is expected to:
C.5A  Explain the use of chemical and physical properties in the historical development of the
Periodic Table.
C.5B  Use the Periodic Table to identify and explain the properties of chemical families, including
alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, halogens, noble gases, and transition metals.
C.5C Use the Periodic Table to identify and explain periodic trends, including atomic and ionic
radii, electronegativity, and ionization energy.
C.1  Scientific processes.  The student, for at least 40% of instructional time, conducts laboratory
and field investigations using safe, environmentally appropriate, and ethical practices. The
student is expected to:
C.1A  Demonstrate safe practices during laboratory and field investigations, including the
appropriate use of safety showers, eyewash fountains, safety goggles, and fire extinguishers.
C.2  Scientific processes. The student uses scientific methods to solve investigative questions.
The student is expected to:
C.2F  Collect data and make measurements with accuracy and precision.
C.2H  Organize, analyze, evaluate, make inferences, and predict trends from data.
C.2I  Communicate valid conclusions supported by the data through methods such as lab
reports, labeled drawings, graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and technology-based
reports.
C.3  Scientific processes. The student uses critical thinking, scientific reasoning, and problem
solving to make informed decisions within and outside the classroom. The student is expected to:
C.3A  In all fields of science, analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanations by using
empirical evidence, logical reasoning, and experimental and observational testing, including
examining all sides of scientific evidence of those scientific explanations, so as to encourage
critical thinking by the student.
C.3D  Evaluate the impact of research on scientific thought, society, and the environment.
C.3F  Research and describe the history of chemistry and contributions of scientists.

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity

Key
Understandings

● Isotopes of an element have different atomic masses but the same atomic number.
—    What is an isotope?

● The average atomic mass of an element is calculated based on its isotopic composition.
—    How is the average atomic mass of an element calculated?



● The modern model of the atom was developed as the result of the experiments of a
number of scientists over an extended period of time.
—    What is Thomson’s contribution to our understanding of the atom?
—    What are Dalton’s Postulates?
—    What was Rutherford’s experiment?
—    What is the Bohr model of the atom?
—    How is the modern (Schrodinger) model different from the Bohr model?
—    What are the limitations of the various atomic models?

● Mendeleev and Mosely made key contributions to the development of the modern Periodic
Table.
—    How did Mendeleev and Mosely use the chemical and physical properties of
elements to assist in arranging the elements into the Periodic Table?
—    What are the key contributions of Mendeleev and Mosely to the development of the
modern Periodic Table?

● Information can be obtained about an element from its location on the Periodic Table.
—    What is the significance of the arrangement of chemical families?

● The elements on the periodic table are arranged so that periodic trends can be recognized
and used for predictions.
—    What periodic trends are noted?
—    What are some examples of how periodic trends impact chemical behavior?

Misconceptions ● That there are unlimited type of atoms
● That electrons are in the nucleus
● That all atoms can be place with any other atom
● That the atom has only protons and neutrons

Key Vocabulary atom, subatomic particles, nucleus,  protons,  neutrons, electrons, electromagnetic spectrum,
wavelength, frequency, photon, Planck’s constant, speed of light, isotope, spectroscope, mass
number, atomic number, nuclear symbol, hyphen notation, average atomic mass , alkali metals,
transition metals,  alkaline earth metals, halogens, families, ionic radii, atomic radii,
electronegativity, noble gases, ionization energy

Suggested Day
5E Model

Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources,
Notes

Day 1 Objective:
Explain how light is formed.

Engage
● Ask students ‘why do we see different colors of light’
● Accept all reasonable responses

Explain
● Have students draw a picture of an atom explaining how an

electron ‘jumps’ to different energy levels to produce light
● Different wavelengths correspond to different colors

Closing:
Define what a photon is and describe how it’s created.

● Vocabulary and
Unit Guide

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=I024M
xO3AF0
● Light and Color

Powerpoint

Day 2 Objective:
Describe the mathematical relationships between energy, frequency, and
wavelength of light.

Engage
● Ask students to recall from the previous day which color has the

highest/lowest wavelength.

http://www.chromac
ademy.com/lms/sco
736/images/Electro
magnetic-spectrum.
jpg

● Gas spectrum
tubes and power
supply

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_q-V9Q0fMZmSlV_cGZvNJyRKwWhHmKvcvckXDhMUsg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_q-V9Q0fMZmSlV_cGZvNJyRKwWhHmKvcvckXDhMUsg/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I024MxO3AF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I024MxO3AF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I024MxO3AF0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yHf8B2ej0jC950BWGV0tR7ZBjyG39oLKIwu5xR3o8Uw/edit#slide=id.g279c37d9b0_0_137
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yHf8B2ej0jC950BWGV0tR7ZBjyG39oLKIwu5xR3o8Uw/edit#slide=id.g279c37d9b0_0_137
http://www.chromacademy.com/lms/sco736/images/Electromagnetic-spectrum.jpg
http://www.chromacademy.com/lms/sco736/images/Electromagnetic-spectrum.jpg
http://www.chromacademy.com/lms/sco736/images/Electromagnetic-spectrum.jpg
http://www.chromacademy.com/lms/sco736/images/Electromagnetic-spectrum.jpg
http://www.chromacademy.com/lms/sco736/images/Electromagnetic-spectrum.jpg


● Have students hypothesize if a lower wavelength corresponds to
a higher or lower energy.

Explain
● Introduce the equations used to calculate energy of a photon.
● With the new TEKS, students do NOT have to calculate the

energy of a photon. They just need to know the relationships
between energy, wavelength, and frequency.

● Go over relationships between energy, frequency, and
wavelength of light (direct vs. indirect relationship)

Explore/Elaborate
● Use gas spectrum tubes and spectrometers to see and explain

line emission spectrum

Closing:
Explain why wavelength and frequency have an indirect relationship.

● Spectrometers
● Line Emission

Spectrum
Worksheet

Day 3 Objective:
Perform lab to observe periodic trends with electrons and colors.

Students will complete ‘Flame Test Lab’ to observe periodic trend of
electrons
Have a few unknowns so students can use data to predict what element
is in the solution

Closing:
Identify the unknowns based on what they observed in the lab.

● Lab setup and
materials

● Flame Test Lab

Day 4 Objective:
Explain how to fill an Aufbau diagram.

Engage/Explain
● Guide students through ‘Hog Hilton’ activity. (I do, you do, we do)

Closing:
Draw an Aufbau diagram of a given element.

● Hog Hilton activity
https://www.jbha.or
g/data/users/jwinter
@jbha.org/hog%20
hilton%20+%20ans
wer%20key2.pdf

Day 5 Objective:
Explain the quantum mechanical model of the atom.

Engage
● Have students recall from previous science classes and last six

weeks that an atom has a nucleus and ‘rings’ around it where the
electrons are.

● This diagram of the atom is the Bohr model.
Explain

● Quantum Mechanical Model of the atom
● Energy level, sublevel, and orbital

Closing:
Draw the Bohr model of an element with the correct number of electrons
in each energy level.

● Powerpoint and
Notes

● Quantum
mechanical
model worksheet:
Have print out
version

Day 6 Objective:
Differentiate the principles for filling an Aufbau diagram.

Engage/Explain

● Hog Hilton activity
https://www.jbha.or
g/data/users/jwinter
@jbha.org/hog%20

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yC1_GMyrwKZI-lwgMpgTadDFoOTZCeoSCTYfJ-t8yfY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yC1_GMyrwKZI-lwgMpgTadDFoOTZCeoSCTYfJ-t8yfY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yC1_GMyrwKZI-lwgMpgTadDFoOTZCeoSCTYfJ-t8yfY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15IFdaKHi7eqbIjrB2shmIqT2mycmHiTRdH5opIwRuzg/edit
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/193CCQWSWG_9SVVsVR8buza7xSePhDKtCT01io43mKrQ/edit#slide=id.p17
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rMyMgJS1APJc7gDEYiXJs4-DU1QM-567G7tdX2fh2yo/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf


● Complete Hog Hilton introducing chemistry and electron
configuration

Closing:
Draw an Aufbau diagram of a given element.

hilton%20+%20ans
wer%20key2.pdf

Day 7 Objective:
Use shortcuts to write electron configuration of elements.

Engage
● Recall from previous day the rules used in the Hog Hilton activity
● The rules used are the principles for electron configuration

Explain
● Draw diagonal rule and use it to write electron configuration
● Show shorthand version of electron configuration

Explore
● Draw Lewis Dot diagrams using electron configuration
● Ask students if they see a pattern between Lewis Dot diagrams

and the periodic table.

Closing:
Use the diagonal rule to write the long and shorthand electron
configuration of an element.

● Powerpoint
and notes
from day 5

● Electron
Configuratio
n

● Chemistry
Games

Day 8 Objective:
Explain how to draw Lewis Dot Diagrams

Explore
● Draw Lewis Dot diagrams using electron configuration
● Ask students if they see a pattern between Lewis Dot diagrams

and the periodic table.

Closing:
Draw a Lewis Dot Diagrams for an element in each group/family

● Powerpoint and
notes from day 5

Day 9 Objective:
Prepare to demonstrate unit objectives

Review for Unit Test

Day 10 Objective:
Demonstrate unit objectives

Unit Test

Accommodations
for Special
Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.

https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://www.jbha.org/data/users/jwinter@jbha.org/hog%20hilton%20+%20answer%20key2.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Aif22W3hK5Cif-i-TwD9TCxy-cj4RKWpgPe3DSoXbms/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Aif22W3hK5Cif-i-TwD9TCxy-cj4RKWpgPe3DSoXbms/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Aif22W3hK5Cif-i-TwD9TCxy-cj4RKWpgPe3DSoXbms/edit
http://nobel.scas.bcit.ca/chemed2005/tradingPost/TUPM_S2_4_15ChemFunGames.pdf
http://nobel.scas.bcit.ca/chemed2005/tradingPost/TUPM_S2_4_15ChemFunGames.pdf

